
The sequence of colours depends on local traditions. They can be applied on slip
or directly on the surface of vessel. The designs of ornaments can be positive or nega-
tive ones. The perception and perusal of ornaments depends on its reversibility: the
role of ornamental elements can be played by details of the design or by background.
There are a lot of examples where the sequence of paints in polychrome decoration
reflects the earlier stage of typological development. The first layer of paint (Red or
white) usually copies the previous relief decoration. Thus the typological «relics»
traced in technology longer than in stylistic changes.
KEYWORDS: Cucuteni-Tripolye, decoration technique, sequence of paints.
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Alabaster and marble samples from ten major Polish quarries and from the three sculp-
tures (14th-16th century) were analyzed for trace element content, which has been applied
to clear up similarities among interested objects. Concentrations of 19 elements were deter-
mined by Neutron Activation Analysis. Trace element matrices are presented and discussed.
Moreover, the examined marble and alabaster samples have been characterized using Elec-
tron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. The EPR spectra of Mn2+ were studied
in the calcitic and dolomitic marbles. The comparison of the results obtained on the basis of
samples from sculptures and quarries, as well as multivariate statistical Analysis deter-
mines the exclusion of some possible traces of origin of the alabaster sculpture. In addition,
the Analysis of trace element content allow for the reconstruction of the original polychromy
of the sculpture and trace back the history of its conservation.
KEYWORDS: Neutron Activation Analysis, Electron Paramagnetic Resonance, alabas-
ter, marble, Mn2+ ion.
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Ancient Pydna lies in north Pieria. From the 5th century BC the city culminates and
in the years under Alexander I (498-445) it expanded considerably and was used as
the major port of the Macedonian kingdom. The rise of Pydna continues in the Helle-
nistic years where it became the main urban center of north Pieria. Archaeological
investigation in this area has brought to light an important number of monumental
chamber tombs and graves decorated with mural paintings, dated from the mid to



the end of the 4th century BC. A representative number of samples (pigments and
mortars) examined by means of Optical Microscopy, XRD and SEM-WDS has revealed
new information on the nature and quality of the materials used by ancient artisans
and artists, as well as on the techniques applied, either for the preparation of the
walls or for the execution of the wall paintings. The following pigments have been
identified: Red ochre, yellow ochre, brown ochre, carbon black, egyptian blue, cinna-
bar, and white lead. Interesting elements have been traced concerning the purity of
the Red and yellow ochre used either as a paint layer or mixed with calcium carbon-
ate to be applied as a final layer of plaster on the wall. The binding medium seems to
have been lime and not any kind of organic substance. Differences have been ob-
served in the composition and the quality of the lime based mortars applied on monu-
mental chamber tombs when compared with smaller graves.
KEYWORDS: Stones, pigments , pre-Roman and Roman.
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Non-destructive analytical techniques are always in the aim of archaeometric stud-
ies, because of the interest in a better understanding of archaeological or art materi-
als without any damage or sampling.

This is the case of the Voltammetry of Immobilized Microparticles (VIM). This
electroanalytical technique is based on a mechanical transfer of traces of a solid sample
onto the surface of a solid electrode and the subsequent recording of a current-volt-
age curve. However the transfer of material can be done just by gently rubbing the
surface of the end of the electrode on the material surface, so without any damage on
the sample. VIM was introduced in the 90s for direct qualitative and quantitative
analysis of solid materials, and it was established as a useful electroanalytical tool.

The objective of this paper is to present the possibilities of this analytical tech-
nique for the study and characterization of some materials, as pigments, decorated
surfaces on ceramics or alloys, or for the evaluation of corrosion processes. The re-
sults of some examples on iron oxides pigments, ancient silver/copper alloys and
lustre decoration will be explained.
KEYWORDS: Stones, pigments, Voltammetry of Immobilized Microparticles (VIM).
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Glassy slag recovered from Spanish Colonial period archaeological sites in the Lower Valley
of El Paso, Texas, have been puzzling to investigators on several projects. Comparisons with
similar slag from lime kilns documented elsewhere suggest that the slag is a by-product of


